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The present inventionrelates to the conversion 
of carbonaceous solids into volatile products by 
carbonization and/or gasi?cation with oxidizing 
gases and/or steam. More particularly, the in 
vention is concerned-with the pretreatment of 
carbonaceous solids such as all types of coal, lig 
nite, cellulosic materials, including vlignin, oil 
shale, tar sands, coke, oil coke, etc.v which are 
to be converted into volatile products by carbon 
ization and/or'gasi'?cation or any'other conver 
sion process requiring. a pretreated carbonaceous 
charge. > " ‘ 

I-Ieretofore, it has been customary vto pretreat 
the carbonaceous charge for solid fuel conversion 
processes by preheating and, in some cases, by a 
limited oxidation at suitable temperaturespref 
erably just below the point of beginning soften 
ing or volatilization of the charge.‘ For instance, 
carbonization coal is 'usually'preheated to tem 
peratures varying from about 500° to about 1000° 
F. depending on the character of the coal and 
the conditions of the subsequent conversion proc 
ess. The conventional method of generating and 
supplying this preheat to the coal'involves the 
combustion of combustible gases with air in a 
separate heater and passage of the hot ?ue gases 
over the coal to ‘be preheated. ' 
In order to avoid losses of volatile coalpcon~ 

stituents and to prevent baking and sticking of 
the coal in the preheating zone, the inlet tem 
perature of the gas must not exceed about 1000° 
1400“ F. In addition, the speci?c heat of the 
?ue gas is only a small fraction of that of the 
coal to be heated. As a result, the coal must ‘be 
preheated to an undesirably high temperature 
andv thereafter quenched to the desired temper 
ature or vast amounts of ?ue gases are required 
to heat coal of atmospheric temperature up‘ to 
a desirable preheating temperature of about 500° 
700° F. However, even the use ofan extremely 
large Volume of heating gas of vrelatively low 
temperature necessarily entails an irregular dis 
tribution of the preheat throughout the coal 
vcharge. As the result of channelling effects and 
due to the low heat transfer coe?icient of the 
solid charge, the coal ?rst or most intimately 
contacted by the gas reaches a. higher tempera 
ture than that contacted later or more incom 
pletely. These conditions not only constitute a 
serious load on process economies but frequently 
cause even serious operational di?iculties, 
The present invention overcomes the-afore 

mentioned di?iculties and alfords various addi 
tional advantages. These advantages, the nature 
of the invention and the manner in which it is 
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carried out will be fully understood from the fol 
lowing description thereof read with reference to 
the accompanying drawing. ‘ . , 

It is, therefore, the principal object of my 
invention to provide improved means for pre 
treating carbonaceous solids to be subjected to 
a conversion into volatile products at elevated 
temperatures. , . L , ' 

Another object of my invention isto provide 
an improved method and apparatus for uniform 
ly preheating carbonaceous solids .to a de?nite 
desired temperature, preliminary to a high tem 
perature treatment of said solids. . 
A more speci?c object of my invention is to 

provide improved means for pretreating, particu 
larly preheating ,carbonizable solids at uniform 
temperature below the temperature of beginning 
softening and carbonization.. ‘ 
Other and more speci?c objects and advantages 

of my inventionwill appear-hereinafter. 
In accordance with‘ my invention, the carbo 

. naceous solids to be pretreated are maintained in 
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the form of a dense turbulent bed'of ?nely di 
vided solids ?uidized by an upwardly ?owing gas 
and the heat required forthe desired pretreat 
ment is generated in a combustion zone sur 
rounded ‘by and in open communicationwith 
said bed so as to permit circulation of carbo 
naceous solids through said combination zone 
from and to said ?uidized bed of solids and'of 
combustion products from said combustion zone 
to said ?uidized bed. ' ' 

In this manner, the heat generated by the com 
bustion is immediately transferred to a portion 
of the carbonaceous solids which serve as solid 
heat carrier of high speci?c heat. thus reducing 
to a minimum the volume of. hot ?ue gases re 
quired for pretreating. In addition; the excellent 
heat transfer and distribution characteristics of 
the dense'turbulent ?uidized bed of solids to "be 
pretreated and the direct heat exchange between 
the combustion zone and the ?uidized solids bed 
make it possible to maintain a temperature dif 
ferential as low as about 100°-400° F. between the 
heat-generating combustion’ and the ?uidized 
solids bed to be heated, resulting in the elimi 
nation of undesired high temperature side reac 
tions. The pretreated ‘carbonaceous solids are 
recovered in the form of ?uidized or ?uidizable 
solids and are, as such, particularly suitable as 
charge for conversion processes employing the 
?uid solids technique. ' T - , ’ 

The combustion zone may be operated so as to 
generate merely the heat required for preheating. 
However, by'a suitable choice of the temperature 
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and size of the combustion zone, a suitable choice 
of the gases supplied to the combustion zone, and 
a proper controlof the rate of circulation of 
carbonaceous solids through the combustion zone 
it may simultaneously serve- to dehydrate, car 
bonize, gasify and/or mildly oxidize the carbo 
naceous solids passed therethrough. 
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The fuel burnt in the combustion zone prefer—' , 
ably consists of combustible constituents of the. ,. 
carbonaceous solids circulated therethroughfrom 
the dense ?uidized mass of solids to be pretreated. 7 
However, if itris desired to avoid a lossof come 
bustible constituents of the solid: carbonaceous 
charge, an extraneous fuel‘ of lower ignition tem 
perature such as a fuel gas or fuel oil- may bev 
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charged to the combustion ‘zone alo'ng’with t _ 
air and/or oxygen supporting the combustion. , if 
these fuels are added in theoretical or slightes 
cess proportion to the oxygen sup-plied, little or 
no combustible constituents of the solid carboe 
naceouschargewill be burnt and. the latter will 
act mainly as a heat carrier. . 

' Having set forth the general nature and ob 
jects, the invention will be best understood from 
the‘ more "detailed; description hereinafter, in 
which reference will be made to the accompany 
ing ‘drawing which illustrates semi-diagram 
matically a system suitable for carrying. out a , 
preferred modi?cation of the present'invention. 
Referring now in detail to the drawingythe 

system shown therein.’ essentially comprises'a 
pretreatingchamber' Ill adapted for ?uid solids 
operation and. ‘a vertical; combustion zone so. 
The function and cooperation of these elements 
will be explained hereinafter inv connection. with 
the preheating of' a.1'lo'ituminous carbonization 
coal from substantially atmospheric tempera 
ture to about 600° F. to prepare it for subsequent 
low temperature carboniz‘ati'on at about, 800° to 
1200° F. It should. be understood, however, that 
any other solid carbonaceous charge previously 

.In operation, ?nely divided bituminous car 
bonizatioricoal having'a volatile content of about ‘ . 
20 to 35%, a pla‘sticizing temperature of about 

‘ 700° F. anda temperature of. incipient carbonize 
' tion of about'750f’ F. is supplied throughpipe l to 
pretreating‘chamber'v I0. The coal should have 
a ?uidizable particle size which may fall within I 
the broad range of about 50400 mesh, 100-200 
‘mesh being preferred, though larger sizes up to 
about 1/; in. maybe used. Pipe 1 may be part 
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i mentioned. may be treated for the same or dif- 1 
ferent purposes in a. generally analogous manner. ‘ 

of any conventional feeding devicefor ?uidizable j 
, solids such as an aerated standpipe, pressurized 
feed. hopper, mechanical conveyor or the like. _ 
The ?nely divided coal forms in chamber iii a , 
dense turbulent bed 20 of solids ?uidized by up 
wardly ?owing gases to resemble a boiling liquid . 
having a well de?ned upper level L10 as'will ap 
pear more clearly hereinafter. ' 

Chamber l?is equipped, in its lower portion, 
with a horizontal plate I2 provided With'prefe 
erably adjustable ori?ces M which permit a con 
trolled passage of ?nely divided coal from» bed 
20 to a point below the bottom of combustion 
zone 30. A ?uidizing gas such. as steam, flue 
gas, or the like is introduced into bed 20. through 
several, preferably annular, perforated tubes l0 
located above and in close proximity to plate 
I2. 
is preferably so controlled that the gas has a 
linear velocity of about 0.3-3 ft., preferably about 
1-2 ft. per second within bed 20 to convert the 
latter into the desired dense ebullient mass of 
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The amount of ?uidizing gas thus supplied - 
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solids. The ?uidizing gas may simultaneously 
serve as a stripping agent to remove occluded 
undesirable gases from the solids to be passed to 
combustion zone 30 as will be presently explained. 
Coal particles passing through ori?ces is in 

plate [2 into lower zone 25 of chamber 10 are 
aerated and kept in a mobile turbulent state by 
an aeration gas such as air, oxygen, steam, ?ue 
gas, or the like supplied through taps 13 at a 

' linear velocity of about 0.3-3 ft. per second. The 
'bulk'of the air and/or oxygen required for com 
bustion is introduced through line 5 directly into 
the lower, 'open end of combustion zone 30 at a 
relatively high super?cial velocity of about 3-20 
ft..per second, so as to establish an ejector effect 

- at the bottom (it zone 30, whereby coal particles 
are forced into~ and upwardly through combus 
tion zone 30. The upper end of combustion zone 
30 is preferably provided with a perforated cover 
plate 30 which permits the passage of solids and 
gaseous combustion.v products. from. combustion 
zone 32 into bed, 20 Whileeffectively preventing 
solids. from entering the top ,of combustion 
zone 30.. . ‘ I . a - 

The. temperature of combustion zone 30, may 
be controlled by: the;,oxygen. content and. linear 
velocity of the gas supplied through line: 5, the 
latterdetermining in combination with the open-' 
ing of ori?ces M, the rate. of. fuel supplyto zone 
30. For, the purpose of preheating coal bed. 20 
to about 600°‘ F. the; temperature in zone‘ 3.0. is 
maintained at about 800°-1000° F. The amount 
of air required may vary within wide limits; de 
pending'on the relative sizes of; chamberl?lv and 
zone 30, the character of the carbonaoejouscharge 
and the pretreatment desired; For. the preheat. 
ing of coalas indicated aboveina system wherein 
the ratio of the diameters. ofjchamber. H1 and 
zone 30 falls within thegapproximate range of 
2-10z1, about 0.1 to 5"cu. ft._ of air supplied at 
a linear velocity of about4-10 ft. per‘ second in , 
zone 30 is generallyadequate to preheat 1. lb. 
ofcoal from about 60° about600° F; The 
solids-in-gas suspension within combustion zone 
30' may; have an apparent density of, abput‘ 1, to 
10 lbs; per cu. ft. as compared with. a density 
of about 15 to 30 lbs; per'cu; ft. of bed- 20.- At 
these conditions about 0.005; to 0.01- lbs; of com 
bustible coal constituents; are'burnt in zone. 30 
per lb. ofrcoalv to berpreheated. , 
A dilute suspension of. solid combustion. resi 

due in ?ue gases passes through cover plate 32 
vat the temperature of combustion zone: 39 and 
entersv the ?uidized bed 20; which“ absorbs. the 
sensible‘ heat of the combustion products uni. 
formly through itsentirev massvtoi attain’ the de 
sired uniform temperature of‘ about 600° F; It 
should’ be understood that» the; pseudo-hydro 
static; pressure I generated by thev ?uidized solids 
column between platev [1-2 and the top of zone. 30 
must begreat enough ‘to, overcome‘ the flow re 
sistance through ori?ces l4, combustion zone 30 
and perforated plate 32-. On the other,‘ hand, 
the length and cross-section of combustion- zone 
30 should only be fractions.» of those of chamber 
50 so that the bulk of the treatment of car 
bonaceous chargestakesv place’ within bed 20; In 
general, the ratio- of thefheightsrof vessels i0 
and 30 may be about 2-1021, preferably about 
8: 1, and the ratio of their diameters-about 2-1011, 
preferably about 511. ~ "1 > ' w 

Spent ?ue gases are withdrawn overhead from 
level L10 and passed. through line. ‘I to the at" 
mosphereor any desiredmse, such 'a'sheat recov 
ery, aeration, etc-.,' if desired, after separation 
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and return to bed 20, .of entrained solids ?nes 
by means of a conventional gas-solids separa 
tion system including cyclones and/or electrical 
precipitators, or the like. Preheated ?uidized 
coal is withdrawn from bed 20 through a con 
ventional standpipe 9 or any other conventional 
conveying means for ?uidized solids‘ and passed 
substantially at the temperature of bed 20 to any 
subsequent processing stage such as carboniza 
tion, producer or water gas manufacture, etc. 

If desired, an extraneous fuel, preferably a fuel 
gas or fuel oil’ may be introduced through line 
35 into air pipe 5 at a point close to its entrance 
into combustion zone 30. This extraneous fuel 
supply may be so controlled that it consumes 
substantially all of the oxygen available for com 
bustion leaving the combustible constituents of 
the carbonaceous solids entering zone 30 un 
burnt. 

It will be understood that the temperature 
levels at which zone 30 and bed 20 are operated 
may be substantially higher or lower than those 
indicated above. For example, zone 30 may be 
operated at about 400°-600° F. if mere dehydra 
tion of the coal in bed 20 at temperatures of 
200°~300° F. is desired. On the other hand, the 
temperature of zone 30 may be raised to 
l200°-1500° F. in order to cause carbonization of 
the carbonaceous charge in bed 20, or to tem 
peratures in the neighborhood of 2000° F. when 
it is desired to convert the solids of bed 20 into 
producer or water gas with the aid of air and/ or 
steam supplied through pipes [6. Bed 20 may 
also serve as a zone of mild oxidation at tem 
perature conditions similar to those indicated 
above for preheating when a suitable amount of 
oxygen or air is added to the gas supplied through 
pipes l 6. In all these cases the temperature dif 
ferential between zone 30 and bed 20 as well as 
the absolute temperature levels may be addi 
tionally controlled by choosing a suitable ratio 
of fresh carbonaceous solids feed to bed 20 to the 
combustion rate in zone 30. 
As previously indicated, zone 30 may also be 

operated as a conversion or treating zone proper 
such as a carbonization or gasi?cation zone rather 
than as a mere heat-generating zone. For this 
purpose, the dimensionsof zone 30 are increased 
in relation to chamber l0 and the linear velocity 
of the gases flowing through zone 30 is decreased 
so as to permit the treatment of a more substan 
tial proportion of the total solids charge per unit 
of time at the conditions of zone 30. For ex 
ample, zone 30 may have about 1/2 the diameter 
and about 1/2 the height of chamber [0 and the 
linear gas velocity within zone 30 vmay be about 
2-4. ft. per second as compared with a gas velocity 
of about 0.5-1.5 ft. per second in bed 20, the 
relative and absolute temperatures in zone 30 
and bed 20 being controlled by the supply of 
oxygen and, preferably, of extraneous fuel, in co 
operation with a control of the ratio of fresh 
solids feed to bed 20 and zone 30. 
The temperature conditions and reactants re 

quired for these various conversions are those 
known in the art and need not be here speci?cal 
ly enumerated. However, it is noted that When 
ever a substantial amount of condensible volatile 
products such as tar is produced in zone 30 the 
vapors of such condensible products should be 
separated from entrained solids in conventional 
gas-solids separators, preferably at a tempera 
ture close to that of zone 30, prior to the return 
of the solids to bed 20 in order to prevent con 
densation of tar or the like in bed 20. When 
ever zone 30 serves as a conversion zone, the 
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carbonaceous; charge.issimultaneously dried and 
preheated- and, - ifqdesired, .mildly voxidized vin 

. ' n' ‘ sorhéf cases,’ ‘it’, desirable _m_;11_eati 
insulate: zone 30.,as'indicat'edv at 3| in order to 
increase the. temperature . differential‘ between 
zone".'30"an'd bed 20...} 'This'insulation is'ofpar- ' 
tic'ular .valuefduring'the starting up period of 
the, process'lwhichfrequires preheating of the 
?uidssuppliedthrough line 5 beyond theigni 
tiont'emperature of thefuel used in zone‘30. 
' While ‘I have shown combustion zone ‘30 as a 
vertical cylinder and this is the preferred'em 
vbodiment of my invention, zone 30 may be ar 
ranged horizontally or it may have the shape 
of tube bundles or any other suitable shape 
without deviating from the spirit of my inven 
tion. 

It will be understood that my process may be 
made fully continuous by continuously feeding 
and withdrawing carbonaceous solids through 
lines I and 9, respectively, and'continuously feed 
ing ?uids supporting the invention through line 5. 
My invention will be further illustrated by the 

following speci?c example. 

Example 

In order to preheat two tons per hour, of a 
bituminous coal of about 1/8 in. average particle 
size containing about 5% of water and having a 
plasticizing temperature of about ‘700° F. and an 
incipient carbonization temperature of about 
750° F., from 60° F. to 600° F. the process of the 
invention may be carried out at the conditions 
given below. 

Chamber [0, total height-25 ft. 
Chamber l0, inner diameter-5 ft. 
Zone 30, total height-A ft. 
Zone 30, inner diameter—l ft. 
Air feed rate-13,200 S. C. F./hr. 
Linear gas velocity in zone 30-10 ft./sec. 
Bed density in zone 30-15 lbs/C. F. 
Aerating steam inlet temperature—300° F. 
Aerating steam feed rate-1,380 lbs./hr. 
Linear gas velocity in chamber l0—1.25 ft./sec. 
Bed density in bed 2|J—20 lbs./C. F. 
Solids circulation rate through zone 30-7 

tons/hr. 
Temperature in zone 30—900° F. 
Coal burned-90430 lbs/hr. 
While the foregoing description and exemplary 

operations have served to illustrate speci?c ap 
plications and results of my invention, other 
modi?cations obvious to those skilled in the art 
are within the scope of my invention. Only such 
limitations should be imposed on the invention 
as are indicated in the appended claims. 
The present application is a division of Serial 

No. 699,949 ?led September 28, 1946, now Patent 
No. 2,582,710. ‘ 

What is claimed is: 
1. Apparatus for treating carbonaceous solids 

which comprises a vertical treating chamber, a 
horizontal plate in the lower portion of said 
chamber said plate being provided with ori?ces 
adapted to permit the passage of ?nely divided 
solids, a second vertical chamber of about l/z-? 
the height and lé-qle the diameter of said ?rst 
named chamber, arranged within said ?rst 
named chamber, the lower portion of said second 
chamber protruding through said plate and open 
ing into the space of said ?rst named chamber 
below said plate and the upper portion of said 
second chamber extending above said plate into 
said treating chamber and opening into said 
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‘treating 'chember; heads/for passing gas fup= 
wardiy into the lower opening 'Of said second 
chamber, means, arranged above said plateior 
distributing a’ gas' within'said» treating chamber 
above‘ said: plate‘, means idr} supplying a gas" to 
said treating‘chamber in‘ a lower portion ofthe 
spaceiibeiowvsaid plate; means for supplying ?ne 
1y divided solids'toj' said.‘ treating, chamber, means 
for withdrawing ?riely. divided. solid imm' said 
treating chamber at a; point above‘ Said’ plate ‘and 10 
means ‘for withdrawing" gases icdrifyinglentraiiied 
solids from ‘an’ upper‘ portidn of‘ said treating 
chamber‘. ‘ ' ‘: , V V i 

773; Abrgara-tus’as :ciai'?fiediin 07mm: 1" w?erein 
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